Using numerical techniques we study the zero temperature properties of a substitutional magnetic impurity in a one-dimensional correlated system described by the Hubbard model with repulsive interaction U . We find that, while the static spin correlation maintains a 2k F periodicity, the charge correlations show Friedel oscillations with a 4k F periodicity for large values of U . The static on-site susceptibility decreases as the interactions in the chain are turned on and we interpret this as an increase of the Kondo temperature.
(antiperiodic) boundary conditions for N e /2 odd (even) (closed shell condition).
In the one-dimensional Hubbard model (in our case it corresponds to U l = ǫ l = 0 and t ′ = t) the asymptotic charge and spin correlation functions are given by [15] :
n(x)n(0) = K ρ /(πx) 2 + A 1 cos(2k F x)x −1−Kρ ln −3/2 (x) + A 2 cos(4k F x)x −4Kρ
(2)
S(x) · S(0) = 1/(πx) 2 + B 1 cos(2k F x)x −1−Kρ ln 1/2 (x)
with interaction-dependent parametersA 1 , A 2 , B 1 and K ρ . For large U it is expected that the 4k F term of the charge correlation function is dominant [16] . This is confirmed by numerical results done in finite systems [17] . As we show below, this behaviour in the correlation functions dominates the charge and spin screening of an impurity embedded in a one-dimensional system.
In Fig. 1 we show results for the static spin ( S z l S z j ) and charge ( n l n j ) correlation functions for the quarter filled case for different values of U. We see that the interactions in the chain enhance the antiferromagnetic correlations and the periodicity remains 2k F for the spin correlation. On the other hand, for the charge correlations we find that, as U increases, the amplitude of the oscillations decreases and the main periodicity changes from 2k F to 4k F at U ≃ 4t. The behaviour of the system at large U can be understood from the U = ∞ limit were the charge dynamics can be described by non-interacting spinless fermions with k F replaced by 2k F . Consequently one expects a contribution proportional to cos(4k F ) in the density-density correlation functions in this limit. Note that n for all U as corresponds to a magnetic impurity with ǫ l ≪ −t and ǫ l + U l ≫ t.
We also calculate numerically [18] the density of states at the impurity site ρ l (ω). In clearly be recognized for U = 6t (Fig. 2c) . A large density of states near the Fermi energy can be seen for all U values. This enhancement is due to the scattering potential introduced by the impurity. Due to the finiteness of the system, we can see two enhanced peaks, one beneath and one above the Fermi surface but these should become one resonant peak in the infinite system. In the Anderson model (in the spin fluctuating limit) this corresponds to the Kondo resonant peak and its width is proportional to k B T K . Because we have a finite system it is impossible to extract from these figures the width of the resonant peak. However, we observe that as U increases, the most prominent peaks separate somewhat; this could suggest that the resonant peak gets wider in the thermodynamic limit, implying an increase of the Kondo temperature. For the half filled case the resonant peak at U = 0 disappears at finite U due to the formation of the Mott-Hubbard gap. The results presented above are consistent with the dependence of the static spin susceptibility with the interactions of the band presented below.
The local frequency and temperature-dependent spin susceptibility is given by the following expression:
where R is the retarded Green function and χ ′ l is in units of (gµ B /2) 2 .
The static and zero temperature limit is:
where |ψ 0 is the ground state of Hamiltonian (1) with energy E 0 and |ν and E ν are the excited states and their energies, respectively. This static susceptibility describes essentially the inverse of the difference in energy between the first excited and the ground state (∆E).
This can be seen by looking at the imaginary part of the response function:
This is shown in Fig. 3 where we can see that the first excited state has much more weight than the other states of higher energy and is clearly distinguished from them. In the half filled case, instead, the spin excitation spectrum is more complicated but still a clear first excitation peak can be distinguished for small U. We have also checked the spin of the ground state and first excited state, finding they are a singlet and triplet respectively. For U = 0, i.e. no correlations in the band, Hamiltonian (1) corresponds to the Wolff model in 1D [9] . In this case it is known that the properties of the system are very similar to those of the Anderson model in the spin fluctuating limit [19] . In particular, as calculated in [20] and checked numerically by us, χ ′ l increases with the impurity interaction U l . In Fig. 4 we plot the susceptibility as a function of U for several fillings. The case N e = 2 (not shown) is special because one electron is localized at the impurity site so there are no many-body effects on the band. Provided ǫ l ≪ −t and ǫ l + U l ≫ t (as is our case), a simple second-order perturbation calculation shows that ∆E always decreases with U. When more electrons are added to the system and the correlations start playing an important role, we find that χ ′ l has a non-monotonic behaviour as a function of U. For small U the susceptibility decreases, it reaches a minimum and then starts to increase. This behaviour can also be seen from (6) where the first peak goes towards higher energies for small U but then tends to zero (very high χ ′ l ) for large U (see Fig. 3 ). The susceptibility for the half filled case, instead, always increases with U. The inset of Fig. 4 shows the susceptibility as a function of U for a quarter filled band for N = 8 and N = 12. Here we see that the lowering of χ ′ l for low U is more pronounced for larger systems suggesting that it will be an important feature in the thermodynamic limit.
In conclusion, we have calculated numerically some properties of dilute magnetic impurities embedded in a one-dimensional correlated electronic system. Although we have performed our calculations in a finite system where the low energy characteristics may be missed, this method gives an insight on the properties of the system at zero temperature.
The static correlation functions reflect the non-Fermi liquid behaviour of correlated electrons in one dimension: While the periodicity of the spin-spin correlation remains 2k F , the Friedel oscillations in the density-density correlation have a 4k F periodicity at large U.
This could probably be measured experimentally with X-ray scattering in doped quasi-onedimensional systems with dilute impurities.
We also find a large local density of states near the Fermi energy due to the impurity scattering potential. The separation of the most important peaks may indicate that the width of the resonant peak in the thermodynamic limit increases.
The susceptibility, which measures essentially the inverse of the energy difference between singlet ground state and first excited triplet state (interpreted here as proportional to T K ), shows a non-monotonic behaviour for the doped case. For U = 0 a bound singlet state is formed around the impurity [19] . In this non-interacting limit only a small fraction of electrons (those within k B T K of the Fermi surface) are involved in the extended singlet state.
When the interactions in the band are turned on, the effective mass of the carriers increases, enlarging the density of states near the Fermi energy. As more electrons are involved in the screening of the impurity, the spin compensating cloud becomes more localized and as a consequence, T K is larger i.e. χ ′ l decreases. For large U this picture holds no longer because the strong antiferromagnetic correlations inhibit the formation of a collective singlet state around the impurity and the susceptibility increases monotonously. In the half filled case a gap opens for finite U and there is no formation of a collective singlet state around the impurity site and the susceptibility also increases. In this case one expects the susceptibility to diverge at large U (when U l → ∞) because conformal field theory studies [21] show that the fixed point of a substitutional spin with antiferromagnetic coupling in a Heisenberg chain is a 'healed' Heisenberg chain (with J = 2t 2 /U).
For the highly doped case, our system is in the Luttinger liquid regime and our results for T K at small U are qualitatively similar to those of Ref. [14] (small and positive g 2 in their case and small Kondo interaction parameter J). We find that in the Hubbard model the antiferromagnetic correlations play an important role and compete with the collective Kondo singlet formation, dominating at large values of U.
It is interesting to study whether in higher dimensions the features encountered here, 
